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The	IT	Cinderella	story	

A tryst with IT mega project implementation  

This is no Cinderella story and there are no statements such as, “And they lived happy ever after”. 

There was no right fit for our Cinderella’s shoes into which she could hop in and find her prince. So 

was the story of our IT investments. Strewn with options, our country is truly emerging into an IT 

monster devouring the market through insatiable technology needs and innumerable options. 

Looking at our data, which was meant to support our business decisions, it felt like we were staring 

at an amoeba; which was there…but not right there. Our company needed to grow, like any other 

(nothing new about it, managers love the verb ‘grow’). The challenge was centralisation, and in a 

diagnostic business, certainly so. It was important for our Cinderella to find her right fit and our 

amoeba to get some definitive shape… 

Business and technology choice 

Moving beyond allegories… Let’s talk of what business we are talking about. The diagnostic business 

is very crucial and unique. Our customers are typically patients referred by Doctors or those who 

directly walk into our centres. Samples (from body fluids to body tissues) are collected from patients 

and are tested (processed - in the business sense) to yield test or pathology reports. This makes 

laboratory reports the final product of a lab business. Manufacturing defect may be permissible to a 

small extent, but an error in the report could mean a life and death situation. Being in business for 

quite sometime, this truth was on top of our minds. This business is typically based on the hub and 

spoke model. There are laboratories which could be large ones (essentially a central one with state-

of-art devices equipped for most lab tests); or they could be smaller ones conducting basic tests. 

There are collection centres which serve merely to collect samples which thrive on labs for 

processing their collected samples. Metropolis Healthcare, a growing diagnostic business was 

grappling to take its large ramifications under one centralised wing. There were two major concerns. 

One, to control costs, especially on materials and two, to become more organised in lab processes to 

achieve least number of errors in our lab reports. Since there are no direct profits for technology 

investments and given the long existence of the company in the market, the first question to answer 

was; do we need these technologies at all? The answer was ‘yes’. We were treading in the dark and 

overtly dependent on what are managers perceived (notwithstanding that they are very talented 

and capable). So IT was our tool to meet these needs. Illustrated below is a diagram that synthesises 

the overall approach for both projects.   
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The decision for SAP 

For the first challenge of reducing cost of material; our choice was to go for an ERP solution. Not 

playing around, it was in our best interest to select a tried and tested solution. SAP was our choice. 

However good things don’t come cheap, and so didn’t the SAP licenses. The license cost, typically 

became our concern since we had hubs and spokes. Getting SAP to each of these hubs would mean 

burning a big hole in our pockets. So, if we consider each of these labs, small and big, as production 

units it was important that each of them had SAP so as to manage their materials. If we didn’t, then 

the idea of centralisation would be flung back on our face and our efforts gone down the drain. 

These dispersed production units of varying capacities posed another grave problem, which we 

realised only eventually. Defining the organisational structure in the application, which demanded 

for a near ideal organisational structure. So now we have hub and spokes, and now we also have 

organisational structure in this hub and spoke. Whoosh! How much more daunting could 

comprehending get? There was some icing missing on the cake. We also wanted to be at par with 

the international standards, after all we were a CAP and NABL accredited lab. Nonetheless we drove 

ahead; we so needed to implement SAP; although we carried a baggage of an implementation failure 

from the past.  

We put our thinking hats on. While purchasing licenses there was no direct math of production 

unit=number of licenses to be purchased. So we toyed with the possibility of having SAP hot-spots, 

where the application would be installed in a medium/large size lab and other smaller 

labs/collection centres would communicate with the application installed in selected labs. We 

refined this modus operandi further. For labs which had smaller business sizes, we chose to install 

SAP B1 in them. Implementing SAP B1 dropped our single centre implementation cost by more than 

50%. Besides SAP B1 needed lesser expertise and training, which reduced the implementation 

challenge by manifolds. Having overcome the cost crisis in a dispersed production environment, we 

began customising SAP to our needs. Feedback from our users was central to the customisation 

effort. Choice of our first deployment centre became a sensitive decision to make, especially after an 

earlier failure in SAP. We used this failure as means to learn from our mistakes, and we chose 

centres which were more conversant with technology, had smaller material management load and 

younger people to work with. The chosen lab personnel had to be trained, so that they could 

befriend the software and also give valuable feedback. Training for implementation was not easy, 

especially when the users are far from technology, typically laboratory personnel. These 

laboratories, as one may imagine, were not near our corporate headquarters located in Mumbai. 

Geographically scattered, the chosen labs for SAP implementation were far-fetched localities. In 

order to constantly stay in touch with the personnel in these labs, we explored various 

communication technologies and conducted webinars that trained people on topics beginning from, 

what is SAP to how it could be used in their labs? Our phones ringing off the hook, the initial bumpy 

ride started to steady. Experiencing the benefits of the software reduced users’ anxiety; nonetheless 

patience had a major role to play. Every query and feedback was recognised and attended to. With 

experience gathered in implementation in smaller labs, we began scaling up to larger work load labs. 

Our initial success with smaller labs served as successful used case scenarios, which brought home 

the initial zeal needed for larger labs, with truckloads of data to be entered into the system and 

processed. Having gained the confidence on the system and our own capabilities now was the 

challenge of implementing SAP in the location where it had failed earlier. This time however we 

were backed by experience and successful implementations. Initial resistance was overcome through 
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dialogue and benefits other labs were reaping from SAP. Today we have implemented SAP in most of 

our labs, both large and small; and a constant pursuit for evermore insightful central data keeps us 

on our toes. The data obtained from SAP is serving all level managers and helping them to develop 

their processes in more rational and data driven manner.  

The decision for LIMS 

While SAP sought for systematising internal processes, there was a need to upgrade our lab business 

processes. Like SAP, LIMS too had had a bitter after taste of a first attempt failure. The software that 

we used for our lab processes was an offline one, and data centralisation was nearly impossible. 

Since data was not centralised, each production unit had its own unique and often duplicate data. 

The system was more than a decade old and we thought to ourselves; we possibly were already late 

in upgrading. Off we went in search of a suitable vendor, having a prior experience in LIMS and well 

versed with international guidelines for system development and maintenance. We shortlisted our 

possible vendors and spent days together to understand their product and our needs. We clarified to 

ourselves underlying fact that we were to implement an Information Management System (IMS). 

Prying the words, an IMS is a system of people and machines that help gather information necessary 

to manage the business, both locally and centrally. This understanding enabled us to equate 

technology and people and give equal focus to both and that software is not the ends to a mean but 

means to an end. Since we already had a Laboratory Information System (LIS), our processes had 

shaped around this LIS software. Defreezing the processes and minds from the old to the new 

software was crucial for success. The rationale was simple, centralisation and become paperless in 

all our business transactions. The simplicity of the rationale allowed us to be focused and think on 

common lines. We also had international guidelines like those from CAP (College of American 

Pathologists) to help us draw strategies on vendor selection, documentation and implementation. 

Exercise began long before vendor selection by jotting down our business processes and developing 

system requirements for the new software. This document was to serve as a bible for vendor 

selection and to break down the software development into milestones. Having done our homework 

we began our interactions with the users, through a workshop that intended to orient them for the 

change they were to see and participate in. We also put together an online platform for people to 

post their ideas and suggestions. An important learning was that people don’t want to take the onus 

for technology development and prefer staying away from it. This was imminent when our online 

platform remained devoid of comments or posts. So we became proactive reactive and organised 

sessions with users, slowly exposing them to the features of the software we were developing and 

getting their feedback. What we really intended was to inadvertently shift the mind-sets to the new 

software and increase its acceptability. This effort sparked active participation from the users and 

enabled us to garner extremely valuable feedback.  

Managing user feedback 

So suggestions and feedback kept pouring in, our personal interactions with users was helping; and 

we loved the way our system was maturing. However, it was essential to manage this. It was in 

managing the feedback that the international guidelines really helped. These guidelines helped us 

formulate a Change Control Board (CCB) much before we communicated with the users. This board 

consisted of senior management people from various departments as well as representatives from 

the vendor agency. This board was responsible for reviewing the process, overseeing development 

and approving the suggestions which were to be implemented for customisation. Every month the 

board members met, reviewed the development and filtered the suggestions to be incorporated in 
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the system. This did the necessary justice to our user feedback and helped us refine the system 

bringing it closer to our needs. 

What we learnt?  

Software implementation is not about simply installing it on computers supported by state of art 

technologies like cloud computing. It is about installing the system into people’s mind and empower 

them to reap the benefits of technology. Beseech the confidence in the system. We learnt this first 

hand through both our failure and success. Technology development should be ensured by the 

selection of an experienced and capable vendor and simply monitor the development. It is not about 

finding the right shoes for Cinderella, but tailoring them so that they fit her right, and she finds her 

Prince. Here our Prince was the objective of our Cinderella projects.  
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